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ABSTRACT
fails and yields harmful results. Secondly， the circular convoluBlind separation of binaural mixed sounds using Single-Input Multiple- tion effect in FDICA is likely to cause the deterioration of sep
Output (SIMO)-model-based Independent Component Analysis (SIMO- aration performance. To solve these problems， the authors have
ICA) with self-generator for initial白Iter (SIMO-ICA-SG) is now
proposed SIMO-model-based ICA (SIMO-ICA) [5]. The SIMO
being studied by the authors. This method contains仕equencyICA consists of multiple time-domain ICA (TDICA) parts and a
domain ICA (FDICA-PB)， single-talk detection， direction of ar自delity controller. Since SIMO-ICA estimates SIMO components
rival (DOA) estimation， head related transfer function (HRTF) maof the observed signals directly， inversion problem does not arise
trix bank， and SIMO-ICA. This paper describes robustness of SIMO- AIso， since SIMO-ICA is constructed of TDICA， it is free from
ICA-SG against the mismatch of HRTF matrix bank. To evaluthe circular convolution problem. However， the convergence of
ate it， the sound decomposition experiments are carried out under
SIMO・ICA is very slow， and the sensitivity to the initial settings
the real acoustic conditions The experimental results reveal that
of the separation自It巴r is very high. In order to improve the dethe decomposition performance of the proposed method with mis・
composition performance， SIMO-ICA-SG is now studied [6]. This
matched HRTF matrix ba叫(is superior to those of the conventional
method consists of FDICA-PB， DOA estimation， and SIMO-ICA.
methods， and almost the same as those of the proposed method
First， we perform FDICA-PB to decompose 出e observed signals
with match巴d one.
to some extent. After the FDICA-PB， we estimate the DOAs of
sources using outputs of FDICA-PB. Then the proposed method
resets the separatio目白Iter to山e valid initial fìlter and re-optiロuzes
1. INTRODUCTION
the白Iter using bo出 FDICA-PB and SIMO-ICA. In this procedure，
Blind source separation (BSS) is the approach taken to estimate
a fìlter bank of previously measured head related transfer functions
original source signals using only the information of the mixed sig
(HRTFs) for multiple DOAs is supplied to generate the valid initial
nals obse円ed in each input channel. In recent works of BSS based
自Iter.
on ICA，various methods have been proposed to deal with a means
As a preliminary study [6] on the proposed SIMO-ICA-SG，
of separation of acoustic sounds which co汀esponds to the con
we carried out the SIMO separation experiment using a specifìc
volutive mixture case [1]. However， the conventional ICA-based
HRTF matrix bank which is matched with the mixing system. How
BSS approaches are basically means of extracting each of the in
ever， this only co汀esponds to the closed-data test， and th巴 fur
dependent sound sources as a monaural signal， and cons巴quently
ther open-data test remained as an open problem. In this paper，
they have a serious drawback in that the separated sounds cannot
to evaluate robustness of the proposed method， decomposition ex
maintain information about the directivity， localization， or spatial
periments are carried out using the mismatched HRTF under the
qualities of each sound source. This prevents any BSS methods
reverberant condition. The experimental results reveal that th巴 pro
from being applied to， e.g.， binaural signal processing [2]
pos巴d method can run robustly even if a mismatch arises between
In order to solve the above-mentioned fundamental problems，
the mixing process and the HRTF matrix ba凶( in the proposed
several high-自delity BSSs using the ICA-based algorithm have
method.
be巴n proposed， in which the convolutive mixtures of acoustic sig
nals are decomposed into the Single-Input Multiple-Output (SIMO)
components. Here the term "SIMO" repres巴nts the speci自C trans
2. MIXING PROCESS
mission system in which the input is a single source signal and
the outputs are its transmined signals observed at multiple mi
In this study， the number of microphones is K = 2 and the num
crophones. Murata et al. have proposed FDICA-PB [3]. In this
ber of multiple sound sources is L = 2. In general， the ob
algorithm， 日rst， the source signals are estimated as a monaural sig
served signals in which multiple source signals are mixed linearly
nal by FDICA， and then projection-back processing projects the
are expressed as :c(t) = E:'::� a(n)s(t - n) = A(z)s(t)，
source signals estimated by FDICA onto SIMO components of
s(t) = [Sl(札S2(t)]T is the source signal vector and :c(t) =
the observed signals using the inverse自Iter of the separation fìl
[Xl (t) ， X 2( t )]' 則heobserved s明al vector. AIso， a(n) = [αkl(η)]kl
ter in FDICA. However， this algorithm has some disadvantages
is the mixing fìlter matrix with the length of N， and A(z )ニ
[4] as follows. First， the invertibility of the s巴paratlOn自lter cannot
[Akl(Z)]klニlεfJakt(π)Z-n)kl is the z-transform of a(π)，
be guaranteed. Thus， the inversion of the separation fìlter often
where z一ιis used as the unit批lay ope削OT， l.e.， Z-η・x(t) =
x(t-n)， akl削he impulse respons巴 between the k-th microphone
• This research is p町tly supponed by CREST prograrn“Advanced
and the I-th sound source， and X
[ )ij denotes the matrix which in
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(9)
Y(町(t) =乞ω(FC)(n):z:(t - n) .
n=O
The reason why we use the word “virtual " here is that fidelity con
troller does not have own separation filters unlike the TDICA， and
ω(FC)(η) is subject to W(TD)(η). To explicitly show the meaning
of the fidelity controller， (7) is rewritten as
(10)
Y(TD)(t) + Y(FC)(t) - :z:(t - D/2) =[O]kl.
Equation (10) means a constraint to force the sum of the all of
output vectors Y(TD)(t) + Y(FC)(t) to be the sum of all of the
SIMO components [Et=l Akl(Z)SI(t -D/2)]kl(= :z:(t - D/2))
Her巴 t出he delay of D/2 is used a飴S tωo deal with non汀町rπ凶T
sηys幻tems.
If the independent sound sources are separated by (6)， and si
multaneously the signals obtained by (7) are also mutually inde
pendent， then the output signals converge on unique solutions，
T
Y(TD)(t) = [All(Z)SI(t -D/2)， A22(z)S2(t _D/2)] ， (11)
ν(FC)(t) = [AI2(Z )S2(t -D/2)， A21(Z)SI(t -D/2W，(I2)

3.1. Frequency-Domain ICA with Projection Back (FDICA
PB )[3]

Mu.ratã et al. have proposed an FDICA-PB method which can estimate the SIMO components of the observed signals on the basis of
the monaural outputs of FDICA. In this method，自rst， the s巴para
t10n自lter matrix W(FD)(1) in the frequency domain is optimized
to the separate source signals to obtain the monaural signals. The
separated signals Y(FD)(1，t) in the time-frequency domain are
expressed as
(1)
Y(FD)(I， t) = W(FDJ(f)X(I， t)，
where X(I，t) 川he observed signal vector which is calculated by
means of a frameゐy-frame discrete Fourier transform (DFT). The
iterative leaming algorithm is expressed as
w間(1) =η{1 - ( φ(Y[1D/f， t))y[iJD)(1，t)H ) J

where diag{X} and 0仔ーd時{X} are the operation for setting ev
巴ry nondiagonal and diagonal elements of the matrix X to be zero
The proof of theor巴m and mor巴 details are given in [5]. Equations
(11) and (1 2) represent necess訂y and sufficient SIMO components
of all source signals.
In order to obtain the above-mentioned solutions， the natural
gradient r1] of Kullback-Leibler divergence of (7) with respect to
ω(TD)(n) should be added to the iterative leωaml叫r
aratJon自lte釘r lD t出h巴 TDICA. The ite釘ra創tl刊ve a剖Ig口r吋it由hm of the TDICA
pa口in SIMO-ICA iおs given as

(2)
wED)(f)+wpD)(f)，
where the initial value of W(FD)(f) is given by Eq. (15). How
ever， the output signals of FDICA given by Eq. (1) are monaural
signals with respect to th巴 sound sources， not SIMO-model-based
signals. Thus， using the following equations， we pr句ect the sepa
ratlOn自lter onto the SIMO separation filters.
ω(町(n) = IDFT [d叫 W(F1D)(f) } W(FD)(f)] ， 仰

D-I

旬以(n) =吋D)(n)ーα乞 [off-diag { ( 'p (ν円D)(t))
d=O
T
u?JD)(t n+d) 入) 初出D)(d)

バ() げf斗
i D)(ωf刀) } W(恥 FD叫
) ]ト，仰
切(PB2)(n) = ID円 [off-diag { w(F
ゐ
1由D円町[日.] 即m

o仔ι刷-d叫(い伊 (νω払担込C町d山訓)バρ川(μ例t吟伽)

the D/2 sampμl陥E白s. The separat巴ds幻ignals of FD凹ICA-PB in t出he time
doma副lD ar児ee目xpre凶ss回ed as
D-I

Y(附)(t) =乞町町(η):z:(t - n).

l 3勾)
η
川
(υ川川
川d)州)リlト
附め
伊(11ó仰 号) 切 担D町μバ)(何川
where 白 l凶S t山he s幻1と句p-s幻ize par訂 am町ete釘r， the superscript [j] is used to ex
press the value of the j-th step in the印rations， and Ot denotes the
time-averaging operator. In (13)， 出e initial values ofω(TD)(π)
and w(FC)(n) are a出trary， but should be di仔'erent each other.

(5)

π=0

3.2. SIMO・model-based ICA (SIMO・ICA)[5]

SIMO-ICA consists of the TDICA part and afidelity controller，
and the TDICA runs in parallel under the 白delity con甘口1 of the
entire separation system. The output signals of the TDICA part in
SIMO-ICA are de白ned by
D-l
TD)(t)).， =乞町TD)(n):z:(t - n)， (6)
ν(TD)(t) = [yi

4. PROPOSED SIMO・ICA WITH SELF-GENERATOR
FOR INITIAL FILTER [6]

The proposed algorithm is conducted by the following steps.
IStep 0: Early Initialization] Sel DOAs of sources仇10 earl y
initial (arbitrary) values， O;n;ti
[Step 1: HRTF Matrix B ank] The HRTF matrix bank consists
of multiple HRTF matrices. The single HRTF matrix for 81 and 82
IS glven as
I HL(Ol，J) HL(82，1) I
14)
H(fh，82，1) = II HR(81，
��)�" f)
Jç� HR(82
��)�:"ç�
，1) I1 ， (
wher巴HL(8，1) (or HR(8， 1)) is the HRTF between the left (right)
ear and the source whose direction is 8. To construct th巴 HRTF ma
trix ba叫しwe prepare the multiple HRTF matrices in advance by
changing 81 and 82. Using the HRTF matrix bank and the DOAs
of sources， we can automatically generate the valid initial value for
FDICA as follows:

η=0

where切(TD) (n) is the separation自lter matrix of the TDICA目Re
garding the fidelity controller， th巴 following signal vector is calcu
lated， in which all of the elements are to be mutually independent，
ν卸恥(伊問F阿C)(tバρ(υ俳t
Her巴afl仇ter， we regard Y(FC)(σt) as an output of a
de自ne its virtual separation filter matrix as

virtual
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3. CONVENTIONAL SI島10 SEPARATION METHODS

For the extraction of the SIMO components in the mixed signals，
several 釘MO separation methods using the ICA-based algorithm
have been proposed， The aim of SIMO separation method is to
decompose the mixed observed signals :z:(t) into the SIMO com
ponents of each independent sound source， that is， we estimate
Akl(Z)SI(t) for all k and 1 (up to the pennissible time delay in the
sep訂atJon 白ltering).

W叫h批加E釘悶r陀e

OClOber 16-19，2005.

lCA， and

何)
町C)(n) =日(n- 2 )町TD)(n)，
where ó(n) is a delta function， wh巴re ó(O) = l and ó ( n) = O(π#
0). From (8)， we can rewrite (7) as
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Figure 1: Example of input and output relations in the proposed method

(15)

wpD)(f)=H113823f)

matrices (3) and (4) are used as the initial values of the separation
自Iter matrix切(TD) (n) andω(FC)(n) in SIMO-ICA.
If the early initia1ization， HRTF matrix bank， FDlCA-PB， and
SIMO-ICA ([Steps 0-2， 6]) 訂e executed without sing1e talk detec
tion， DOA estimation， nor re-optimization ([Steps 3-5])， this a1go
rithm co汀esponds to the multistage SIMO・ICA (MS-SIMO-ICA)
algorithm [7] which one of the authors have previously proposed

Note that the initial value is not an optimal separation fìlter matrix
under a reverberant condition， but the separation fìlter matrix can
be自nally optimized through ICA iterations
[Step 2: FDICA-PB [311 Optimize the monaura1 separation fìlter
W(F'D)(f) using Eq. (2)， and p町ect.it onto the SIMO separation
自Itersω(PBi)(
n) using Eqs. (3) and (4)
[Step 3: Single Talk Detection] In order to detect the sing1e talk
segments of the observed signals， we divide the observ巴d signals
and output signals of FDICA-PB into multiple frames. Each frame
of these signals is expressed as

x(U， v)= x(u + (v - 1) U)，
ν(PBi)(U， v)=ν(PBi)(U + (v - 1)

5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
5.1. Conditions for Experiments

We carried out binauraトsound-separation experiments using source
signals which are convo1ved with impulse responses recorded with
a head and torso simu1ator (HATS) (Brüel & Kjær) in the experi
mental room. The reverberation time in this room is 200 mιTwo
speech signals are assum巴d to arrive from di仔'erent directions， 11 1
and 112; 111 = {-90ペー750， -600， -450， -300， -150 ，00 } and
112 = {OO， 150，300，450，600，750， 900}. Th巴 distance between
HATS and the sound source is 1.5 m. Two kinds of sentences， spo
ken by two male and two fema1e speakers， are used as the original
speech samples. Using th巴se sentences， we obt剖n 12 combina
tions. The sampling fたquency is 8 kHz and the length of speech is
Iimited to 3 seconds. The length ofω(η) in each method is 1024，
and the initial values are inverse自Iters of HRTFs whose directions
of sources， l1init1 and l1init2， are -600 and 600. The step-size pa
rametersηand白ar巴5.0 X 10-2 and 1.0 x 10-6. SIMO-model
accuracy (SA) [81 is used as an evaluation score. The SA indicates
the degree of similarity between the outputs of SIMO-ICA and the
rea1 SIMO-mode1-based signals

(16)

x

(17)
where U is the time index in a fram巴， U is the number of samples in
a frame， v is the frame index. Each sing1e ta1k segment Vi of the
obse円巴d signals is det巴cted on the basis of the following criteria:
x

U)，

V1= {vIQ\PB1)(V) T; Q�PB2\わT;
Q�PB1)(V) T;Q\PB2)(V) T}， (l8)
V2 = {vIQ\PB1)(V)くT;Q�PB2)(V) < T;
Q�P町v) T;Q\PB2)(V) T}， (19)
I:�=1 IYkP目。(U，vW 、， (20)
Q(kr01J(む)
PB ilt_.\ =_ 10 1 g1 m�
ax { I:�=1 IYkPBi) (u， V)12 }
v
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>
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wher巴T is a threshold which is experimental1y determined.
[Step 4:

DOA

Estimation Using Single Talk Segments 1

5.2. Results and Discussion

We evaluate robustness of the proposed method against mÎsmafch

We can

between the mixing process and the HRTF matrix bank. Our mea
sured transfer function which contains both HRTF of the HATS
and the room reverberation is used as the mixing system in this
exp巴riment. With respect to the HRTFs used in Step 2 of the pro
posed method， we replace the previous HRTF databas巴 measured
by ourselves (hereafter we call this the NAlST HRTF database)
with the altemative MIT HRTF database [9] which is r巴corded via
KEMAR dummy head. The NAIST HRTF database is matched
with the mixing system， but the MIT HRTF database is a mis
matched one. Figure 2 shows the results of SA for di仔'erent 111 and
112， where the following methods are compared; (a) the conven
tional FDlCA-PB， for r巴fer巴nce， (b) the conventional MS-SIMO
ICA， (c) the proposed method with the NAIST HRTF database
(matched case)， (d) the proposed method with the MIT HRTF
database (mismatched case). As shown in Figures 2 (a)ー(d)， the
performances of th巴 proposed method with the mismatched HRTF
database are still superior to those of the conventional FDICA-PB

obtain the DOAs仇of sources by using the single talk segments

The estimated angle仇IS glven as
12πfd �în 8、
..
( 1 -ー、
l1i = argm!，x i ( )
: Xt(f， V)X2(f， v) "e一 一 ， 一)
，、ー"

f

、

' vEV
‘
，J

ト1

(21)
where (・)vE V is the frame-averaging operator which is composed
of e1ements v in single ta1k segments V. Thus， we can obtain
the valid initia1 value of the separation自Iter malTix using these
estimated values， 111 and 112
[Step 5: Re-Optimization] Using the DOAs of the sources es
timated with Eq. (21)， we reset the separation fìlter to the initia1
value of the separation自Iter， and re-optimize that in FDlCA-PB
(execute [Steps 1 and 2] again)
[Step 6: SIMO・ICAl
Optimize the separation自Iter matrices
切(TD) (n) and 切(FC) (n) in the time domain， by using Eq. (l3)
to enhance the targ巴t components further. The separation fì1ter
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Figure 2: Experimental results of SA using di仔erent HRTF databases，where the mixing system is our measured transfer function which
contains both HRTF of HATS and room reverberation. (a) FDlCA-PB， (b) MS-SIMO-ICA， (c) proposed method with NAIST HRTF
database (match巴d case)， (d) proposed method with MIT HRTF database (mismatched case)
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ICA-SG which combines FDlCA-PB，single-talk detection， DOA
estimation， HRTF matrix bank， and SIMO-ICA. In this paper， in
order to evaluate robustness of this method against the mismatch
of HRTF matrix bank， we carried out the decomposition experi
ments using recorded in reverberant condition. The experimental
results reveal that the decomposition performance of the proposed
method with mismatched HRTF matrix bank is superior to those
of the conventional methods，and almost the same as those of the
proposed method with matched one.
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average

Figure 3: Experimental results of averaged SIMO-model accuracy
in FDlCA-PB， MS-SIMO-ICA， proposed method with NAIST
HRTF database， and proposed method with MIT database when
(1) th巴 angle betw巴en the sources is na打ow (-45 :S (}j :S 0， 0 :S
(h :S 45) and (2) the angle is not limited.
and MS-SIMO-ICA In composition to Figures 2 (c) and (d)， th巴
performances of the proposed method with the mismatched HRTF
database are almost the same as those of the proposed method with
the matched HRTF database. These results imply that the proposed
method has sufficient robustness against th巴 HRTF mismatch
Figure 3 shows the results of averaged SA in conventional and
proposed methods when (1) the angle between the sources is nar
row and (2) the angle is not limited. From Figure 3 (1)， compared
with the conventional MS-SIMO-ICA，the improvements of SA in
proposed method with NAIST and MIT database are 4.7 dB and
4.1 dB. From Figure 3 (2)，compared with MS-SIMO-ICA， the im
provements ar巴 1.5. dB and 1.3 dB. Thus the proposed method's
improvement is mainly dominant especially when the source angle
IS na汀ow， regardless the mismatch issue of the HRTF matrix bank
Overal1， the results indicate the proposed method can function
robustly even if a mismatch arises betw∞n the mixing process and
the HRTF matrix ba凶c in the proposed method.
6. CONCLUSION
We discuss the SIMO separation problem which decompose the
observed signaIs into the SIMO-model-based signals， not sepa
rate it into monaural source signals. In order to obtain the ac
curate SIMO-model-based signals，authors have proposed SIMO-
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